A motto shows the spirit and culture of the university and publicizes its educational tenet. Nominalization makes language concise and refined, and easily impress readers. By analyzing 30 pieces of western university mottoes, it explores that nominalization is very common in the mottoes of western universities. And the comparison between western university mottoes and Chinese university mottoes gives a solution to the English translation of Chinese university mottoes and many problems may be avoided such as chinglish and being lengthy.
Introduction
In a university motto, its spirit and culture can be learned. A university motto can also realize the function of publicity. And its English translation can help to introduce university culture and spirit to the world. Because global communication and cooperation becomes frequent, the educational exchange around the world becomes more frequent. Therefore, many foreigners maintain coming to China to further their study in universities. For these students the university motto is a way to know the college. However, some translations' meaning or styles are not equivalent with their original way. There are a number of problems existing in it: that some translations cannot convey the spirit of a school makes translations cannot realize the function of publicity. Some are translated word by word and the translation becomes very strange. These kinds of translation may make readers feel confused. Therefore, it is significant to study the English translation of Chinese motto.
Nominalization and Previous Studies on the English Translation of Chinese Mottoes
Any researchers have already studied the phenomenon of nominalization. As for nominalization, researchers from different linguistic fields thinks differently. Therefore, there are several different definitions of it in linguistics. Chomsky (1968) believes that nominalization is a process by which a stem, verb phrase, or sentence is transformed into a nominal." Randolph Quirk (1985) mentioned that if a noun phrase and a clause have systematic corresponding relationship, it can be called nominalization. Zhu Yongsheng (2006) argues that from the perspective of semantic features, nominalization regards a certain characteristic or process as a thing, and the transformation is just a means to realize this phenomenon. Since these studies stress different points, scholars hold different ideas towards the phenomenon of nominalization. But the definition of it still has its own value and has something in common, that is, nominalizaiton is the grammatical process which enables things to emerge as nouns.
Since the 1990s, a lot of scholars began to study school mottoes and the researching scope have been expanding. Various studies about the translation of Chinese motto into English have been made and almost every aspect achieves a lot. The following will list some of their achievements.
The features of the motto of Chinese university have been studied from two aspects: one is the features of the source and the other is the features of language. "Zhou Jie and Chen Nini mentioned that the motto of Chinese university derives from the educational philosophy, traditional classics, patriotism and the spirit of the times" (Zhou and Chen, 2014). Take the motto of Tsinghua University for example, it is from the Book of Changes; and the motto of Shanghai Jiao Tong University is to remind students to have a grateful heart and not forget their own country and school; Zhejiang University's motto is from the spirit of the time. "Zhou Yongmo discussed the language features and said that the motto of Chinese university uses concise and refined words, "4-character" structure and as for rhetorical aesthetics, the motto uses antithesis" (Zhou, 2008) . For example, Wuhan University's motto belongs to "4-character" structure; Beijing Normal University's motto uses antithesis.
As for motto translation, many scholars proposed some translation steps and translation method. "Zhou Yongmo studied the English translation of Chinese motto from the source characteristics of the university motto, language features (including morphology, syntax) and proposed his translation principles: Intertextuality principles, communication principles and the principle of simplicity" (Zhou, 2008) . "Yue Zhongsheng used the method of comparative analysis to study the similarities and differences of Chinese and foreign university mottoes. He summed up the five commonly used structures in English translation of Chinese motto: noun structure, verb-object structure, "adjective +preposition+ noun"structure, "verb+adverb" structure and "be+adj"structure" (Yue, 2009). Fan wuqiu and Fan toujiao expressed the steps of translating the Chinese motto: firstly, understand the content, then, deliberate the words, and try to stay the beauty of language" (Fan and Fan, 2007) .
Some scholars studied the differences between the Chinese motto and English motto. "Du Zhengming studied the translation from the aspect of the differences of sino-British thinking. Specifically speaking, he explained the difference between the Chinese motto and English motto of Suzhou University from three aspects: context-dependence, dynamic and static language, monistic structure and dualistic structure" (Du, 2007).
Analysis of University Mottoes
The Analysis of English Mottoes. The study involves 30 pieces of mottoes of foreign universities, which are collected from the universities' official websites. The involved colleges are British or American universities.
The Feature of English Mottoes. According to the structural features, these mottoes could be divided into four groups: noun phrase, prepositional phrase, verb phrase and simple sentence. The following diagram shows the statistical results.
From the statistical results, it shows that the noun phrase takes up 50%, simple sentence takes up 26.6%, prepositional phrase takes up 16.7% and verb phase only take s up 6.7%. Obviously, the first group takes up the most parts and verb phrase take up the least parts. Such result explains that noun phrase is the main characteristic of English motto. Xu Yucheng(2009) mentioned that nominalized structure can be a noun or a structure consisting of a group of words. In another word, nominalization is the main characteristic of English motto. For example, the motto of Massachusetts Institute of Technology is "Mind and Hand"; the motto of University of Michigan is "Arts, Science, Truth"; and United States Military Academy at West Point is "Duty, Honor, Country". All these mottoes are made of noun phrases whose structures are short and brief. And they usually can directly convey the educational philosophy to the reader and impress the readers.
The Analysis of Chinese Mottoes
The study involves 25 pieces of Chinese mottoes and their English translation which are collected from the official websites of those universities. Firstly, the language features of Chinese motto and the problems exiting in English translation of Chinese motto will be analyzed, then a strategy of the English translation of Chinese motto will be proposed. 
Problems in English Translation of Chinese Mottoes
Because Chinese culture is broad and profound and the simple words of Chinese mottoes are often rich in meaning, it is very difficult to translate these mottoes well. Some mottoes can be translated word by word, such as Peking University's motto "Patriotism, Advancement, Democracy and Science". But this way cannot be used in most motto translation. At present, the English translation does exist some problems and this paper will cover the following aspects of the problems: From the statistical results, it shows that the noun phrase of English translation of Chinese mottoes takes up 32%, simple sentence only takes up 4% and verb phase takes up 6.7%. Obviously, the last group takes up the most parts. Such result explains that verb phrase is a main characteristic of it. In another word, the English translation of it is dominant by verb phrases. It indicates that most translators still think in Chinese when they translate the motto. The English translation of Chinese motto will help these mottoes perform the function of publicizing. However, most target audience of English translation are English-speaking people, they have their own background knowledge and expectations to the translation. 
Chart 2

The Translation Strategy of Chinese University Mottoes
In order to achieve the goal of publicity, the background knowledge and expectation of the target audience should be considered. Studying English mottoes' features and using it as a reference can help to achieve the publicity purpose of Chinese motto. From the language perspective, nominalization in English motto was widely used, so nominalization should be used in translating Chinese university's motto without departing from the original meaning. Chinese language is verb-centered, but English is noun-centered. It can be concluded that when translating the Chinese university motto, the translator should first understand the meaning of the motto, then the translator should choose the proper words and finally the translator should consider the feature of English motto--nominalization.
Conclusions
The present study aims to find a better way to translate the Chinese mottoes into English from the perspective of nominalization. The major findings are summed up as follows:
Firstly, according to statistical data and analysis, it can be found that there are several types of phrases in the English mottoes. The noun phrase takes up the most parts. Such result proves that it is the main types of phrases in English mottoes.
Secondly, Chinese university mottoes prefer to use verb phrases. This phenomenon is related to Chinese thinking ways. It will lead to some problems, such as chinglish and being lengthy. Thirdly, the target readers can easily understand and impress readers.
